Ove Alm
Vice President

Good Morning Ladies and Gentlemen,
I am very pleased to be here with you in Berlin for a first time and to
have the opportunity to give you my views on the telecom market in
general and that from Sweden in particular.
First I will now present some background on Skanova.
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It used to be like this.
A fixed relation existed between the services on the end user market
and the technical equipment at the network layer. Every time a new
service was introduced to the end user market, new equipment had
to be purchased and a new support system was needed. This was
very expensive and it took a long time, but it could exist because an
old incumbent network operator had 100%, a monopoly.
Regulation allows new independent service providers, that means
loss of marketshare for the incumbent operator. Now, if he kept
Services and Network together, also the Network part would suffer.
Therefore in Telia, this has been divided into two parts: The Service
Provider Part and the Network Provider Part. This way the Network
Part can offer access to the new service providers and maximize
traffic. Of course the Network Part has to take another name, it can
not be Telia. That is why it is branded Skanova.
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Skanova is, thanks to its history, the largest network provider in
Sweden.
Sweden has almost 9 million inhabitants, and around 4 million
households.
Skanova owns :
•copper lines to all the 4 million houses,
•fiber networks,
•ducts and poles everywhere,
•about 8000 sites with power and cooling facilities,
•all necessary switches and datacom equipment.
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We have a central position on the
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Based on all of that, Skanova now sells telecom facilities on the
wholesale market.
Almost all players on the Swedish telecom market have some
business with Skanova, giving it a very central position.
Skanova is a partner that has to be trusted by its customers. It stands
for quality, reliability, and of course a good price.
Our business is to run a large volume of telecommunication traffic in
a cost efficient network.
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Skanova´s first year
• Revenues of ~2.2 Billion $
• Investments of ~450 Million $
• From 40 to 180 customers
• From selling capacity and
interconnect
to
telehosting and broadband
accesses

The first year of operations is satisfactory. We expect further growth
but also some delay, because several of our customers face financial
problems.
The product portfolio has been expanded, not only selling capacity
and interconnect services but also telehosting.
Telehosting: A party that wishes to start a telephony service in
Sweden can buy (or lease) almost every thing from Skanova. The
only job for this operator is to provide the first line support to the user
and send the invoice.
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Our strategy is to create open
solutions on every level
Internet - telephony

IP - ATM _F/R

We see every level
as a business
opportunity

Capacity and transport

Fibre - copper

Open solutions on every level bring maximum flexibility to the
operation and to the customers.
For example, some customers only buy fiber capacity or raw copper.
Other buy ADSL or ATM network or total telephony service.
This means that each level has to be profitable by itself to give our
customers and Skanova a good business.
That was about Skanova, now we will turn to the telecom network
and its customers.
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Customers for telecom need various interfaces:
• Personal and residential networks
• Broadband accesses
• Wireless
• Terminals
We will see fundamental changes in the private homes for the next
years. A lot of households have more than one PC and there is a
need to share resources, like external communication or a printer.
An important technology for this is wireless LAN. Coming for a
good price, it is easy to install - say one evening - and it avoids all
the cabling in the house.
A home gateway or a home server controls the home LAN. It can
handle all kinds of signals, including terrestrial or satellite
broadcasting or cable TV. This will change home communication.
For external communication it will be cable, for the next 5 to 10
years DSL over copper, then in a later stage maybe fiber.
Why is that?
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New life in the copper cable
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You will have seen this kind of figures before.
A lot has happened to bring more capacity to the copper network,
such as ADSL and at the same time technology for image
compression was developed. So now we can use a copper pair in a
way we did not believe possible just 5 years ago.
There is one thing more that counts, the actual situation in the copper
network. The benefits of those new technologies depend very much
on the length and the quality of the copper line and the dimensions of
the cables applied.
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Length of copper line gives
maximum bitrate
Bitrate
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Impairments will limit the degree of penetration

In Sweden most of the copper lines have been measured, thank to
the roll out of ADSL. Recent figures are given in this slide.
For 6 Mb/s service, still 80% of users can be reached. That is a lot
better than we had hoped for. Even for the next generation of
technology VDSL, which is 50Mb/s DSL or symmetric 2 x25 Mb/s, still
50% of users in Sweden are within reach. Impairments of course will
play a role, but not all users will want broadband anyway, so perhaps
it is not a problem at all.
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Roll out of broadband access by Skanova started last summer. The
graph shows what happened this year until August, a total of 150.000
broadband customers entered in the first year.
Remember we have only 4 million households. Not counted is CATV
or other competitors, this is mainly Skanova ADSL. We have some
fiber LAN solutions too. However, for fiber LAN, still it is rather
expensive to provide fiber to the building. It is NOT the price of the
fiber, it is the cost of getting the fiber cable installed and the price of
end equipment.
The increase amounts to an average of 1000 new active users per
day, and capacity can be increased if the service providers sell more.
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Fixed-wireless access
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•
•
•
•
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In the start of my presentation I mentioned wireless LAN.
When compared with other solutions offered on the market it is clear
that ADSL and wireless LAN are far superior in bandwidth.
So the combination of fixed and wireless access is very strong.
Moreover VDSL in combination with Hyper-LAN 2 offering 50Mb/s
will come out soon.
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Where fits the radiotechnology?
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Where fit various radio technologies?
There is a lot of talk about such solutions, but what is real with
respect to the existing network?
UMTS and today’s GSM are very good for mobility over a large area
such as for instance when driving high speed on a motorway.
Wireless LAN, Hyper-LAN and Bluetooth and that kind of
technologies are very good for mobility within a building or close by a
building.
Then a new technology: Fixed Wireless Access or in some countries
LMDS (Local Multi-unit Distribution System), a point to point radio link
as alternative for fiber or copper in the access network. It is a good
solution if no access network is in place or when capacity is scarce.
Also it is good for fast delivery of service, followed by a fiber a month
later…
So a blend of various radio technologies will be used.
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Wireless, i.e. 802.11 products
• A lot of suppliers have products now

Usually new technologies are displayed in PowerPoint slides for
years before they are really available.
However, for this wireless LAN, many suppliers have products on the
market for a reasonable price. Prices will get lower when volumes go
up.
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”Always online”

This device I found last spring in the US. It has wireless LAN, it shows
Skanova’s homepage. Such mobile device is a lot easier to use than
today’s PC, at any place in the home or in the garden.
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New kind of
appliances have
a need for
communication

Many appliances will need communication in the future. This picture is
from a place in Stockholm, called “Intelligent House”, totally
computerized. Shown is the refrigerator (Electrolux/Ericsson).
It is not only the refrigerator that will bring the information society.
Other parts, such as the energy system for heating and cooling, the
security system and many more will be organized in the home’s LAN
to communicate.
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Same services at home, at the office
and on the move
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Another great challenge for the telecom industry is to create Access
Independent Services. The user can access the same services at the
office, at home, or on the move. The same set of Menu services, with
the same identity. The user will understand that performance will differ.
When mobile, or out of office, it may very well be a smaller screen and
and a lower bit rate, but it is personalized for voice mail, e-mail,
telephone and all menu items. A strong market need for mobility is
already present, within and between different networks. Why is that?
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Mobility is already generic
• Users take mobility for
granted
in every aspect
• Business customers needs a
solution with flexibility
between terminals
• Service providers have to
offer integrated services
fixed/mobile
Courtesy of Ericsson

Mobility is already generic. People are used to it, they take it for
granted and the demand increases.
Especially business customers have a need for flexibility between
terminals.
They want an easier life, now they have:
• Mobile phone
• Laptop
• Fixed phone at office and
• A desktop PC
• Maybe another PC at home
For each they have different passwords, different identities and logon
procedures, in short: they want an easier life.
The service provider has to offer integrated services, bridging fixed
and mobile.
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Sofar we talked about access.
Higher up in the network is a lot more to look at. The digitalisation
started in the 70’s with the transport network, followed by the
exchanges and the telephone network. Now we see digitalisation
proceed in the access network with ISDN, ADSL and so on.
Still change continues for the transport layer and for the switches.
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The fibre revolution
• Standard rate
– today 2.5 and 10Gb/s
• Higher speeds under way
– tomorrow 40 - 80 Gb/s

You will be familiar with the fiber revolution. The bitrates increase
ever more. Now we employ 2.5 and 10 Gb/s systems. Tomorrow we
will probably have higher rates up to 80 Gb/s.
Some say we have reached the limit. Well, I have heard that
before….
Always new solutions will be found.
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Technology behind the revolution
• DWDM
– ”A rainbow” of wavelengths in the same fibre
from
40 to 100-1000
– Traffic planning, routing inside the fibre
(Automatic Switched Optical Network)
• Effects
– 10 000 –100 000 times more capacity per fibre
Like squeezing a football field into the size of a
stamp or 25 million telephone calls in one fibre

Very important for network operators is DWDM (Dense Wavelength
Division Multiplex), this rainbow of wavelengths in a single fiber.
Now we have 40, soon it will be 100 and it may go up to 1000.
A new area is the need for traffic planning and routing within the fiber.
All this will bring 10 to 100 thousand times capacity increase for fiber
transmission.
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Optical fibre in
Skanova´s network
• 2.000.000 km of fibre
• 3 000 nodes
• DWDM with 40x10Gb/s
• OXC in the future

The slide shows the OFC network.
2 Million fiber km with 3000 nodes connecting to it and optical cross
connections will be installed in the near future. So an optically
switched optical transport network will be created.
The country is fairly large compared to the number of inhabitants.
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Fiber network is all over the country; now we zoom in to a county like
this one, Ostergotland, to demonstrate that almost all villages have
fiber.
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Town of Norrköping

Zoom in to a typical town, like Norrkoping, again you note a fiber
structure installed all over the town. In fact 95% of the business
customers in Sweden are within 200 meter of a fiber. It looks very
nice, but the fact is that many of this fiber cables have only 8 to 12
fibers. If we sell dark fiber, high speed transmission, we will have to
build much more fiber into the network, this is not enough.
If I show this picture to a customer, he is happy because he expects
to have abundant fiber access all over Sweden. But I know we still
have a problem to deliver fiber.
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TeliaNet Sweden
•Higher capacity
•More functionality
•IPv6

Core
•14 pairs
•2,5 Gb/s

A very important part is the IP* network. The core part is 14 pairs with
what we call Gigabit routers. More capacity is needed in the future,
soon it will be Terabit routers and at least 10 Gb/s links.
More functionality is more quality of service and security.
Today we work with IP version 4, which has a limited number of IP
addresses. With all this new kind of terminals to communicate and
the broadband accesses many more IP addresses will be needed.
The internet-world has to solve this. With IPv6, probably millions of IP
addresses per square meter will become available. We believe, that
will be enough.
*IP= Internet Protocol
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TeliaNet

Sweden as we have understood is not the center of earth. In order to
achieve good quality, enough capacity and and a low price, Skanova
has an international IP network, as a part of the global internet.
Actually another part of Telia is assisting Skanova, named Telia
International Carrier. They have their own fiber structure in Europe
and in USA. They sell various capacities, such as fiber, wavelengths,
different bitrates, voice or IP connectivity.
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Target network?
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The vision for new automatical optical transport network is based on
an IP system, this idea is shared with many present operators.
Today’s systems are based on different principles, serving many
users and customers with specific equipment, a lot of traffic and a lot
of revenues. So it is a matter of migration into the future, based on
economical facts, not on dreams of new technology.
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Another way to describe the future network is shown here.
At the bottom is the home LAN terminal equipment, all in some way
connected to the central network.
The big oval disk in the background is the optical transport network,
the most important future tool. On top of that various server networks,
such as “Internet Best Effort” and “Business Class IP” or “Real Time
Services”. Also there will be a “Metropolitan Area Network” with IPv6.
Clearly also UMTS is an access form to this network.
Attached to the optical transport network will be central servers and
local servers to host applications. One of that will be telephony,
creating access independent voice service. So a totally different
concept for voice telephony will emerge in the future.
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The steep demand for more capacity, was it all a hype?
Is there a realistic growth to be expected?
Well, we have some facts here:
Although Skanova started one year ago, the history goes more than
one hundred years back.
It all started with the manual telephone service, migrating into the
electromechanical switches.
Then followed digitalisation of the switches, now completed.
What will happen now? Will it flatten out, will it continue to increase,
or will it increase even faster, driven by IP-ification?
Until 10 years ago most traffic was voice, today voice is just one of
the various traffic sources.
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Bo Jacobsson
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An example is the traffic trend in the switched telephone network.
In 6 years time it increased from 30 billion minutes to almost 70 billion
minutes, with the same population.
What has happened? One obvious cause is the growth in mobile
phones. Now in Sweden we have more mobile phones than fixed line
telephones. Of course this creates more voice traffic, because a
person can make or receive a call all the time and everywhere.
However, the more important factor for the increase is dial up internet
access. Of course heavy users of internet will move to another
access form in the future but a lot of traffic will stay for a while in the
dial up service.
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The prognosis made one and two years ago, forecasted traffic going
right up into the roof. Clearly the relative importance of voice
decreases with respect to data and internet.
Now what is happening in real life?
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Bo Jacobsson
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Look at the IP network.
This graph shows IP traffic tripled in 18 months!
Actually the start of the roll out of broadband access network last
summer, can be seen in the picture.
It is interesting to note that internet users that move from dial up to
ADSL broadband access not only enjoy faster downloading, also they
intensify traffic more than twenty times.
My conclusion is that faster networks will be needed and that the
prognosis will come true.
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New business ideas, new opportunities
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So far it was just faster access, what about new services?
New services is all about compelling offers… from all players.
Already a lot of content is somewhere on the internet, but one has to
know where to find it.
Two years ago e-commerce, e-business and many more e-anything
ideas emerged and a lot of e.com companies were born, trying to
make money out of these things. Most of them are now gone.
The reason is lack of answer to the question: “Who is paying the bill?”
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What is the business logic of the future? I believe that people are not
prepared to pay that much for communication. The cost increases are
in the services access and the content provided.
Someone has to pay for services and content and the problem is:
Who is paying for what and to whom?
I don’t know and I have not heard the answer yet. I think that is why
we have a delay on the initiation of new services.
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Trends in companies
• The purchasing function is changing.
Big efficiency gains thanks to ecommerce B2B
• Big changes in IT systems for
adaptation to e-business
• The web as a sales channel is
developing

Nevertheless, trends are visible in companies today.
Especially the purchase function, Business to Business brings
efficiency improvements.
IT systems are adapted to perform better in the e-business
environment. It will take long time, it will cost a lot of money, but in the
end companies will have to be ready. Several old traditional Swedish
companies now use the web as sales channel. For this they need to
have the products, the logistics and the competence to be succesful.
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The public sector
•

Greater demands on public
bodies and institutions for IT
solutions
– Everything “is open” 24 hours
a day

•

Demands for simplified and
improved service and
communication
– “my child is ill and won’t be
coming to school”
– e-democracy

The change in society and IT generally will lead to greater demands
on public bodies and institutions, because we get used to everything
being “open” 24 hours a day.
A new word for that is e-democracy.
People will demand simpler and better service and communication “my child is ill and won’t be coming to school today”.
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“Give me broadband,
I don´t care about technology”
Compelling offer

Speed, Speed, Speed
n “I know what 10

Mbps is, and I want
it.…”

Always-On
n Of the 23% of

households with
multiple lines, 59%
say the primary
reason for always
being online is for
modem or Internet
access

Compelling
Applications
n Multi-Player Games
n Virtual CD-ROM
n Streaming

News on Demand
Video on Demand
Music on Demand

Source: the Yankee Group analysis

So far broadband is getting much attention, but it is only about the
first box: SPEED! Newspapers write about what speed is offered by
various providers.
The next step will be the “ALWAYS ON” concept. For a part that is an
emotional feeling - not to miss anything - for the other part it is very
practical to be continuously on line. The equipment will be like TV:
Push the button and after 3 seconds all is connected.
Then the third box will come in view: applications like News and
Video on Demand, Streaming Multimedia services. Still we are
waiting for this multimedia wave, the promise of a complete new
experience from integrated voice, data, picture, video, music.
Also waiting for instance for Video conference with good functionality
to combine all this, easier to use than today’s “studio” version.
Especially useful in these days now - people are less inclined to
travel.
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Network functionality for
new services
•Storage
•Distribution
•Security
•Mobility
•Management

More functionality will be needed in the network for such multimedia
services, for instance better storage. A lot of information has to be
kept in the network in different levels such as, customer and traffic
identification, data buffers, scripts and protocols etc.
Distribution will need streaming services.
Security, both in the network and at the customer premises.
Mobility requires roaming between various access technologies, not
just between mobile operators.
Network management will have to include automatic teaching,
learning and help functions to assist building of all these functions.
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IP as the basis for a new business logic
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IP, Internet Protocol, is the basis for the new business logic. The IP
layer makes it possible to create access independent services, such
as IP telephony.
This picture summarizes my presentation. The future network will be
very complex with different technologies and it will be a complicated
task to operate and manage such multi layer structure. However, to
reach the user and to make him use the additional services, it will
have to be very user-friendly, easy to use. That will yield a larger
volume of traffic in the network - and a larger volume of cables for
you.
So the customer should NOT see the network like this picture….
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A successfactor is simplicity

But like this!
So actually any user can buy something on the way home from work
one day, come home, plug in and play. Go to some portal, click on
some service and use that service the same evening.
And when I think of it, it should be even more simple….
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A successfactor is simplicity

IP to be used all the way!
Thank you
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